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Weeny Free EPub To PDF Converter Free

Weeny Free ePub to PDF Converter is an easy-to-use program with a self-explanatory name - it allows you to create PDFs from
ePUB files. But it supports other file types for the input as well, such as TXT, HTM, RTF, DOC, DOCX, CHM and DJVU. The
app is wrapped in a clean interface with an intuitive layout. Loading items into the workspace can be done by using only the file
browser, since "drag and drop" is not supported. Working with multiple files at the same time is possible. Weeny Free ePub to
PDF Converter also allows you to create multiple profiles, and each of them can have its own set of presets. For instance, you
may establish the output directory and make the tool overwrite files if they already exist. In addition, you can edit document
metadata when it comes to the title, subject, author and keywords, as well as configure page settings regarding the size,
measurement unit, graphic (resolution, scale) and orientation. The program also lets you add a watermark to the document,
whether it is text or an image; you can adjust its opacity level, rotation and offset. Last but not least, documents can be protected
with a password, and you can set user permissions (e.g. enable text copying and printing), as well as choose the encryption
algorithm (40-bit, 128-bit, 128-bit ARC-FOUR). Weeny Free ePub to PDF Converter requires a moderate-to-high amount of
system resources, finishes a task quickly and delivers PDFs with a good quality concerning the text layout, graphics and images.
No error dialogs have been shown in our tests and the app did not hang or crash. To sum it up, Weeny Free ePub to PDF
Converter comes equipped with some important features to satisfy users of any skill level. Weeny Free PDF to ePUB Converter
is a simple and user-friendly utility that will allow you to convert any PDF document into an ebook format, so it can be read on
any eBook Reader such as Kobo or Kindle or any tablet, smartphone, PC or Mac. The tool is a multifunctional program that
comes with advanced features, including PDF/X-4. Weeny Free PDF to ePUB Converter is a simple and user-friendly utility
that will allow you to convert any PDF document into an ebook format, so it
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Add special macros to your PDF files and make them searchable! Add a text string to the existing pages (that you select), embed
PDF images, add hyperlinks, create PDF forms, highlight text, print a page, turn pages, turn text in italics/bold... Keywords: add
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PDFConverter is the most intuitive PDF converter and PDF to EPUB converter. PDFConverter has a simple, user-friendly
interface that allows you to easily use it to create a PDF from multiple documents and convert to EPUB for iPad, iPhone and
other electronic devices. PDFConverter includes a document management module with easy importing, exporting,
synchronization, batch conversion and file management features. With PDFConverter, you can quickly and easily convert
multiple files to EPUB for iPad, iPhone and other electronic devices. You can also convert from many other popular document
formats to PDF, EPUB, ePub and AZW3.PDFConverter provides you an easy-to-use document management module that allows
you to import, export, batch convert and manage your documents. PDFConverter supports all popular document formats,
including text documents, rtf, txt, doc, docx, html, chm, pdf, odt, pdf, zhtm, txt, csv and all the well-known EPUB ebooks and
formats. The most significant feature is that it can convert almost all types of document formats to EPUB ebook. All these
features make PDFConverter the most powerful PDF converter and ePub creator. PDFConverter supports all popular PDF
readers including iBooks, Kobo, Kindle, Sony Reader, nook, Mobipocket, Aldiko, CBR, CBZ, CBR, CBT, CHM, CDF, CTL,
EPUB, FB2, FBR, FB2, GED, GEDCOM, HTM, JPG, JP2, JP3, JPEG, LIT, LIT, Mobi, MHT, MHT, MOBI, PDB, PDB, PFB,
PFB, PRC, PRC, PRT, PRT, PRX, PVR, PVR, PYT, PYT, PPT, RTF, RSS, SCC, SCC, SDC, SDC, SIF, SIF, SOF, STK, TDS,
TEC, TEXT, TEC, TEXT, TXT, TSV, TXT, TZT, TZX, PDF, XPS, PDF, XPS, XVZ, PPM, PPM, pps, PPM, PPM, pps, PPT,
PPT, pps

What's New in the Weeny Free EPub To PDF Converter?

Weeny Free ePub to PDF Converter is an easy-to-use program with a self-explanatory name - it allows you to create PDFs from
ePUB files. But it supports other file types for the input as well, such as TXT, HTM, RTF, DOC, DOCX, CHM and DJVU. The
app is wrapped in a clean interface with an intuitive layout. Loading items into the workspace can be done by using only the file
browser, since "drag and drop" is not supported. Working with multiple files at the same time is possible. Weeny Free ePub to
PDF Converter also allows you to create multiple profiles, and each of them can have its own set of presets. For instance, you
may establish the output directory and make the tool overwrite files if they already exist. In addition, you can edit document
metadata when it comes to the title, subject, author and keywords, as well as configure page settings regarding the size,
measurement unit, graphic (resolution, scale) and orientation. The program also lets you add a watermark to the document,
whether it is text or an image; you can adjust its opacity level, rotation and offset. Last but not least, documents can be protected
with a password, and you can set user permissions (e.g. enable text copying and printing), as well as choose the encryption
algorithm (40-bit, 128-bit, 128-bit ARC-FOUR). Weeny Free ePub to PDF Converter requires a moderate-to-high amount of
system resources, finishes a task quickly and delivers PDFs with a good quality concerning the text layout, graphics and images.
No error dialogs have been shown in our tests and the app did not hang or crash. To sum it up, Weeny Free ePub to PDF
Converter comes equipped with some important features to satisfy users of any skill level. System Requirements: • Windows 7  
9.0 Description: A program that will create PDFs from ePUB files. 9.0 Description: A program that will create PDFs from
ePUB files. 9.0 Description: A program that will create PDFs from ePUB files. 9.0 Description: A program that will create
PDFs from ePUB files. Description: An easy-to-use program with a self-explanatory name - it allows you to create PDFs from
ePUB files. But it supports other file types for the input as well, such as TXT, HTM, RTF, DOC, DOCX, CHM and DJVU. The
app is wrapped in a clean interface with an intuitive layout.
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System Requirements:

Windows 8 (32-bit) or Windows 10 (32-bit) Processor: 1 GHz or faster Memory: 4 GB Graphics: DirectX 11 or OpenGL 3.1
Hard Drive: 6 GB available space A broadband Internet connection is recommended. Free download of trial games offered in
the Windows Store is one-time purchase and it will remain in your account for all your devices, even if you uninstall it from
your PC. About Windows Store:
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